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Great 
8’ Principal 

8’ Holz Gedackt 

8’ Gamba (still waiting for the 12 lower notes from supplier) 

4’ Octave 

4’ Spillflote (Sw. Rohrflote unit) 

2’ Superoctave 

1 ⅗ Terz 

IV Mixture (blank tab; prepared for; pipes will be fitted into rackboard, but will not play)  

1. Highly recommended to be included as funds and donors become available 

8’ Trompet (blank tab; prepared for; no pipes)  

2. Highly recommended to be included following the addition of the Mixture because 

Trumpet in Swell is not as robust as one would like for weddings, Easter, etc. 

 

Note: We put extra attention into design and construction of the new Great chest B so 

that so there will be minimal disruption and breakdown necessary for Mixture and 

Trumpet installation. If these stops are decided upon at some point the church would 

have to come up with the additional cost of new pouchboards, magnet boards, cable, 

voicing, and labor. By designing the chest in this way, we are helping pass on the 

savings for this future possible work in the hope that it can be done. 

Chimes - we replaced some notes in the original Schantz chimes that were defective, with  

chimes that we had in stock for no additional cost. 

Swell to Great 

 

Swell 
16’ Bourdon 

8’ Rohrflote 

8’ Viola (Great Gamba) 

8’ Gemshorn 

8’ Unda Maris (blank tab; prepared for; no pipes; space is accounted for in the Swell box  

design; pipes are in LPOC inventory) 

4’ Prestant 

4’ Spitzflote 

2 ⅔’ Nasat 

2’ Waldflote 

1 ⅓’ Quint 

8’ Trompet (original Schantz Trumpet) 

Tremulant 

 

 



Pedal 
16’ Subbass (electronic) All components have arrived at the shop; we will be invoicing you in  

the future 

16’ Lieblich Gedackt (Sw. Bourdon) 

8’ Octave (Gt. Principal) 

8’ Gedackt (Gt. Holzgedackt) 

4’ Choralbass (Gt 4’ Octave) 

16’ Posaune (blank tab; prepared for, electronic 12  note extension; the remainder of the pipes  

will come from Great Trompet) 

8’ Trompet (blank tab, prepared for, from Gt. Trompet)   

4’ Schalmei (blank tab, prepared for) 

Great to Pedal 

Swell to Pedal 

 

Gen Pistons 1-4, Swell Divisionals 1-4 

Great Divisionals 1-4, Gen. Cancel 

Control Panel - 10 levels 

Control Panel - function controls 

Control Panel - transposer 

Swell Pedal/New Servo Motor to operate 12 doors 

Crescendo Pedal wired in 

 

Toe Studs 
Pedal Divisionals 1-4 

Gt. Ped Rev. 

Sw-Ped Rev. 

Sforzando 

Zymbelstern has arrived at shop; will be invoiced at a later date 

 -additional graving, toe piston, and system configuration completed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Per email request by Luke Massery 8.19.18 

 

 

 

 


